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OutlineOutline

�� Symmetry breaking Symmetry breaking −− Nobel Prize 2008Nobel Prize 2008

�� Standard Model Standard Model 

�� New physics from HeavenNew physics from Heaven

�� Results from Results from collidercollider in 2008.in 2008.

�� WhatWhat’’s next?s next?
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Broken SymmetryBroken Symmetry
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ToshihideToshihide MaskawaMaskawaMakoto KobayashiMakoto KobayashiYoichiroYoichiro NambuNambu

1/4 of the prize1/4 of the prize1/4 of the prize1/4 of the prize1/2 of the prize1/2 of the prize

7 October 2008

B Factory

CP Violation
in SM

"for the discovery of 

the mechanism of 

spontaneous broken

symmetry in 

subatomic physics"

"for the discoverdiscovery of the originorigin of the 

broken symmetry which predictpredicts the 

existence of at least three families of 

quarks in nature"
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WhatWhat’’s the origin of mass?s the origin of mass?

"for the discovery of  

the mechanism of 

spontaneous broken

symmetry in 

subatomic physics“
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NambuNambu’’ss backgroundbackground

Y. Y. NambuNambu, preliminary Notes for , preliminary Notes for 

the Nobel Lecturethe Nobel Lecture

I will begin by a short story about my background. II will begin by a short story about my background. I
studied physics at the University of Tokyo. I wasstudied physics at the University of Tokyo. I was
attracted to particle physics because of the three famousattracted to particle physics because of the three famous
names, names, NishinaNishina, , TomonagaTomonaga and Yukawa, who were theand Yukawa, who were the
founders of particle physics in Japan. But these peoplefounders of particle physics in Japan. But these people
were at different institutions than mine. On the otherwere at different institutions than mine. On the other
hand, condensed matter physics was pretty good athand, condensed matter physics was pretty good at
Tokyo. I got into particle physics only when I came backTokyo. I got into particle physics only when I came back
to Tokyo after the war. In hindsight, though, I must sayto Tokyo after the war. In hindsight, though, I must say
that my early exposure to condensed matter physics hasthat my early exposure to condensed matter physics has
been quite beneficial to me.been quite beneficial to me.
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Cooper pair

condense

(lower E);

Computable

Nobel Prize 1972
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Source of ObservationSource of Observation

Meanwhile Meanwhile NambuNambu had heard J. Robert Schrieffer describe the theory of had heard J. Robert Schrieffer describe the theory of 
superconductivity ... with John Bardeen and Leon N. Cooper. The superconductivity ... with John Bardeen and Leon N. Cooper. The talk talk 
disturbed disturbed NambuNambu: the superconducting fluid did not conserve the number : the superconducting fluid did not conserve the number 
of particles, violating an essential symmetry of nature. It tookof particles, violating an essential symmetry of nature. It took him two him two 
years to crack the puzzle.years to crack the puzzle.

Imagine a dog faced with two bowls of equally enticing food. Imagine a dog faced with two bowls of equally enticing food. Being identical, Being identical, 
the bowls present a twofold symmetry. Yet the dog arbitrarily pithe bowls present a twofold symmetry. Yet the dog arbitrarily picks one cks one 
bowl. bowl. Unable to accept that the symmetry is entirely lostUnable to accept that the symmetry is entirely lost, , NambuNambu
discovereddiscovered that the dog, in effect, cannot make up her mind and that the dog, in effect, cannot make up her mind and 
constantly switches from one bowl to the other. By the laws of qconstantly switches from one bowl to the other. By the laws of quantum uantum 
physics, the oscillation comes to life as a new particle, a bosophysics, the oscillation comes to life as a new particle, a boson.n.

...  others, ..., also saw that a superconductor should have ...  others, ..., also saw that a superconductor should have such a particle. such a particle. 
It was It was NambuNambu, however, who detailed the circumstances and significance , however, who detailed the circumstances and significance 
of its birth and of its birth and realized that the realized that the pionpion, as well, , as well, was born in like was born in like 
mannermanner (by breaking the (by breaking the chiralchiral, or , or leftrightleftright, symmetry of quarks). ..., symmetry of quarks). ...
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Illustration of SSBIllustration of SSB

Higher E: More Symmetric

Lower E: Less Symmetric
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NambuNambu--GolstoneGolstone BosonBoson

�� ... Being identical, the bowls present a twofold symmetry. Yet t... Being identical, the bowls present a twofold symmetry. Yet the dog he dog 
arbitrarily picks one bowl. arbitrarily picks one bowl. Unable to accept that the symmetry is entirely lostUnable to accept that the symmetry is entirely lost, , 
NambuNambu discovereddiscovered that the dog, in effect, cannot make up her mind and that the dog, in effect, cannot make up her mind and 
constantly switches from one bowl to the other. By the laws of Qconstantly switches from one bowl to the other. By the laws of QM, the M, the 
oscillation comes to life as a new particle, a boson.oscillation comes to life as a new particle, a boson.

�� ...  others, ..., also saw that a superconductor should have ...  others, ..., also saw that a superconductor should have such a particle. such a particle. 
It was It was NambuNambu, however, who detailed the circumstances and significance of , however, who detailed the circumstances and significance of 
its birth and its birth and realized that the realized that the pionpion, as well, , as well, was born in like mannerwas born in like manner
(by breaking the (by breaking the chiralchiral, or , or leftrightleftright, symmetry of quarks). ..., symmetry of quarks). ...

�� Jeffrey Goldstone, then a Jeffrey Goldstone, then a postdocpostdoc at CERN, ..., realized the import ... and at CERN, ..., realized the import ... and 
soon published a simpler derivation, noting that the result was soon published a simpler derivation, noting that the result was general. general. 
Thereafter ... dubbed the Goldstone boson. ("At the very least, Thereafter ... dubbed the Goldstone boson. ("At the very least, it should be it should be 
called the called the NambuNambu--Goldstone boson,Goldstone boson,““ Goldstone comments.) When Goldstone comments.) When NambuNambu
finally published ...  in 1960, ... showed how the initially finally published ...  in 1960, ... showed how the initially masslessmassless particle particle 
mixes with a magnetic field in a superconductor to become heavy.mixes with a magnetic field in a superconductor to become heavy.
Recognized by Anderson, Peter Higgs, then at the IAS, and othersRecognized by Anderson, Peter Higgs, then at the IAS, and others as  as  
general ... became the general ... became the Higgs MechanismHiggs Mechanism of the of the Standard ModelStandard Model ........
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LHC LHC −− Higgs and new physicsHiggs and new physics
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The origin of CP ViolationThe origin of CP Violation

"for the discovery of the

origin of the broken  

symmetry which predicts 

the existence of at least   

three families of quarks  

in nature"

Only three types of quarks were found before 1972.
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Discovery of CP ViolationDiscovery of CP Violation
Phys. Rev. Lett.  13, 138 (1964

)
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C P T C P T ……

� Charge Conjugation: particle ↔ antiparticle

� Parity: x ↔ -x

� Time reversal: t ↔ -t 

??

J.CroninV. Fitch

CPV
1964

1980 NOBEL PRIZE
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?

heavy elements       formed in stars
stars and    galaxies exist,   atoms  form

neutrons 
quark "soup"   

15 billion years

1 million years

1 second
10-10

1015deg1010deg109deg6000o

3 minuteshelium nuclei formed

microwave   background     radiation fills universe

300,000 years

4000o

life on earth,moleculesform

dominatesmatter 
and protons formed

1 billion years

s

Evolution of the UniverseEvolution of the Universe

Big Bang

Big Bang
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Universe nowUniverse now

Antimatter:      0%
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Antimatter can turn into 
matter if:
(a) proton decay occurs

(baryon # violation)
(b) there is a matter-

antimatter asymmetry 
(CP violation)

(c) there is thermal non-
equilibrium

Sakharov (1964)

Particle Physics         Astrophysics

Must Understand CP Violation

The Sakharov conditionsThe Sakharov conditions
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Birth of KM MechanismBirth of KM Mechanism

1973
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KM MechanismKM Mechanism
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CP violation is due to a complex phase

in quark mixing matrix

CP violation is due to a complex phase

in quark mixing matrix

φ1(β)

φ2(α)

φ3(γ)

VtdV*tb

VcdV*cb

VudV*ubUnitarity Matrix

VudV*ub + VcdV*cb +VtdV*tb = 0
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B factories in early 21 B factories in early 21 centerycentery
SLAC

BaBar

KEK

Belle

Mt. Tsukuba
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The Standard ModelThe Standard Model

• Understand fundamental interactions using field theory.

SU(3)⊗SU(2)⊗U(1) ⇒ strong ⊗ weak ⊗ EM (Standard Model)

� Elementary particles + Interactions + CKM matrix
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Do we understand everything?Do we understand everything?
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Beyond the SM from Heaven Beyond the SM from Heaven 

�� BaryonBaryon--antibaryonantibaryon asymmetry is ~10asymmetry is ~101010,,

but KM phase contribute only ~10but KM phase contribute only ~102020

�� What is dark matter? (22%)What is dark matter? (22%)

�� What is dark energy? (74%)What is dark energy? (74%)

�� Neutrinos are massive?Neutrinos are massive?

⇒Needs o(10) improvemt. 

Maping of the Universe
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Search for New PhysicsSearch for New Physics

Results for 2008Results for 2008
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�� Results of direct searches for new Results of direct searches for new 

physics at physics at TevatronTevatron are negative, are negative, 

limited by statistics and collision limited by statistics and collision 

energy.energy.

�� Focus on flavor physics that may show Focus on flavor physics that may show 

hints or provide clean probe of new hints or provide clean probe of new 

physics.physics.
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Measurement of Measurement of φφ11//ββ

CP violation in the 

B system was 

already established.
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From all MeasurementsFrom all Measurements

B factories:  δφ1~2o, δφ2 ~10o, δφ3 ~15o-30o
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Time dependent CPV in Time dependent CPV in bb→→ss PenguinPenguin

+ ⇒ sin2φφφφ1111/sin2ββββ

golden mode 

b s

s

s

W

g

t

d
d

s

s

s

⇒ ∆∆∆∆S ~ 0
Stand ModelNew physics 

phase in the 

loop causes 

deviation

• May have tree pollution. 

• Theoretical expectation:  for 

penguin dominant modes ∆∆∆∆S>0 
within 0.05

• Clean signals for new physics

∆∆∆∆S = sin2φφφφ1(sqq) –
sin2φφφφ1(ccs)

Sf = sin2φ1;  Cf = −A

g

g~

b
+(δ   

23

d
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~
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d d
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∆∆S results before ICHEP 2008S results before ICHEP 2008
PRL 99, 161802 (2007)

Based on 

KKK Dalitz

analysis

PRL 98, 031802 (2007)535 M 

ηηηη'K0000: sin2φφφφ1eff: +0.64±±±± 0.10 ±±±± 0.04

For most modes, ∆S(SM) is positive.
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Decay Modes with Updated ResultsDecay Modes with Updated Results

�� Class A:  Class A:  ηη’’KK00, , ωωKKSS ⇒⇒ Same method as J/Same method as J/ΨΨ KK00

�� Class B: KClass B: K00ππ0 0 

�� Class C: Class C: ππ++ππ−−KKSS, K, K
++KK−−KKSS

�� Class D: Class D: φφKKSSππ00 ::

Class is characterized  by the analysis complexity.

• No tracks on B decay vertex. 

Require tacks with SVD hits. 

• Perform fit by constraining C. 

• Model the Dalitz distributions.

• Many parameters: phase,

S and C for each mode ….

Low statistics. Need to know the CP content.  Use results from φφφφK++++ππππ−−−−....
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φφ11 measured with penguins   measured with penguins   
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Time dependent Time dependent DalitzDalitz
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φφ11//ββ with all penguin modeswith all penguin modes
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CP Violation in BCP Violation in Bss →→ J/J/ψψ φφ
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Results before Summer 2008Results before Summer 2008
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CDF updateCDF update in summerin summer
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Direct CP Violation in Direct CP Violation in BB→→KKππ DecaysDecays

Belle Results: Nature 452, 332 (2008)

Acp(K
+π−) ={ −−−−0.0940.0940.0940.094±±±± 0.018 0.018 0.018 0.018 ±±±± 0.0080.0080.0080.008 Belle

−−−−0.1070.1070.1070.107±±±± 0.016                0.016                0.016                0.016                BaBar+ 0.006+ 0.006+ 0.006+ 0.006
−−−− 0.0040.0040.0040.004

−−−−0.0860.0860.0860.086±±±± 0.023 0.023 0.023 0.023 ±±±± 0.0090.0090.0090.009 CDF

−−−−0.040.040.040.04±±±± 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 ±±±± 0.020.020.020.02 CLEO

Acp(K
++++ππππ0000) =  {

+0.030+0.030+0.030+0.030±±±± 0.0390.0390.0390.039±±±± 0.0100.0100.0100.010 BaBar

+0.07+0.07+0.07+0.07±±±± 0.030.030.030.03±±±± 0.01       0.01       0.01       0.01       Belle

−−−−0.290.290.290.29±±±± 0.230.230.230.23±±±± 0.020.020.020.02 CLEO

⇒⇒⇒⇒ +0.050+0.050+0.050+0.050±±±± 0.0250.0250.0250.025 @ 2.0σσσσ AVG

⇒⇒⇒⇒ −−−−0.098           0.098           0.098           0.098           @ 8.1σ8.1σ8.1σ8.1σ AVG

∆∆∆∆AKππππ = ΑΑΑΑcp(K
++++ππππ-) ) ) ) −−−− Acp(K

++++ππππ0000)

= −−−−0.1470.1470.1470.147±±±± 0.028 0.028 0.028 0.028 @ 5.3σσσσ

+ 0.012+ 0.012+ 0.012+ 0.012
−−−− 0.0110.0110.0110.011

New Update
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∆∆AAKKππ PuzzlePuzzle

T
/T

P

T P C PEW

Expectation from current theory

T & P are dominant ⇒⇒⇒⇒ ∆∆∆∆AKππππ ~ 0

• Enhancement of large C with large    

strong phase to T ⇒⇒⇒⇒ strong inter. !?

Yoshikawa 2003; Mishima & Yoshikawa 2004;

Buras et. al. 2004, 2006; Baek & London 2007;

Hou et. al. 2007; Feldmann, Jung & Mannel 2008

• Enhancement of large PEW                             

⇒⇒⇒⇒ New physics

Chiang et. al. 2004

Li, Mishima & Sanda 2005
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Model independent checks for NPModel independent checks for NP

M. Gronau, PLB 627, 82 (2005); D. Atwood & A. Soni, Phys. Rev. D 58, 036005(1998).

B+→ K0 ππππ++++

P dominants. ⇒⇒⇒⇒Acp(K
0000ππππ++++)~ 0

B0000→ K0000 ππππ0000 Acp(K
0000 ππππ0000)

∆∆∆∆A(Kππππ)

Sum rule predicts 

Acp(K
0π0) = −0.151±0.043Acp(K

0000ππππ++++)= 0.009±±±±0.025 

A = −−−−0.130.130.130.13 ±±±± 0.13 ±±±± 0.03 

World Average

Sum rule

A = ++++0.14 ±±±± 0.13 ±±±± 0.06

Important  topic for 

Super B factory

New 

HFAG AVG: −0.01 ± 0.10

•
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First observation of direct CP        First observation of direct CP        

violation in charged B decaysviolation in charged B decays
•• DalitzDalitz analysis onanalysis on ΒΒ+ + →→ΚΚ++ππ++ππ−−

Β− Β+
383M BB, PRD78, 012004, 08

ACP (B
±→ρ0K±) = (+44±10±4     )% @3.7σ++++5

−−−−13131313

ACP (B
±→ρ0K±) = (+41±10±3     )% @4.0σ

++++3
−−−−7

657M BB, BELLE-CONF-0827

ρ0 ,f0
π−π+

K+

θ

Β− B+

all

cosθθθθ >0

cosθθθθ < < < < 0
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BBBB ((((ΒΒΒΒ→→→→τντντντν)))) = (1.2 = (1.2 = (1.2 = (1.2 ±±±± 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 ±±±± 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 ±±±± 0.20.20.20.2 )))) x 10x 10x 10x 10−−−−4444BBBB ((((ΒΒΒΒ→→→→τντντντν)))) = (1.79= (1.79= (1.79= (1.79 )))) x 10x 10x 10x 10−−−−4444−−−−0.490.490.490.49−−−−0.510.510.510.51

BB++→→ττ++νν

• In SM, decay rate related to decay constant and Vub

• Charged Higgs may contribute to BF.   

⇒⇒⇒⇒ BBBB (B→→→→τντντντν)=  ( 0.78         )x10−−−−4444

(CKM fitter 2008 prediction)

+ 0.09+ 0.09+ 0.09+ 0.09
−−−− 0.130.130.130.13

• Previous results:   

Belle Belle Belle Belle hadronichadronichadronichadronic tag tag tag tag BaBarBaBarBaBarBaBar hadronichadronichadronichadronic & & & & semileptonicsemileptonicsemileptonicsemileptonic tags tags tags tags 

447 M BB447 M BB447 M BB447 M BB withwithwithwith 3.53.53.53.5σσσσ 383 M BB383 M BB383 M BB383 M BB withwithwithwith 2.6σ2.6σ2.6σ2.6σ

+0.56+0.46+0.56+0.46+0.56+0.46+0.56+0.46

destructive

W.S. Hou, PRD 48, 2342 (1993)
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New Belle Result on New Belle Result on BB++→→ττ++νν
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NEW  with 3.8NEW  with 3.8NEW  with 3.8NEW  with 3.8σσσσ 657 M BB with D657 M BB with D657 M BB with D657 M BB with D((((****))))l l l l νννν tagtagtagtag

Nsig = 154      (stat)        (syst)

exclude

signals

Larger 

parameter 

space  

⇒⇒⇒⇒ BBBB (ΒΒΒΒ→→→→τντντντν) = (1.65                )x10−−−−4  4  4  4  + 0.38+ 0.35+ 0.38+ 0.35+ 0.38+ 0.35+ 0.38+ 0.35
−−−− 0.370.370.370.37−−−− 0.370.370.370.37

• Tag on D(*)lν

• Search for 

τ→eυυ, µνν, πν

• Check extra 

energy in ECAL

• Understand 

background from 

the control sample
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New New BaBarBaBar Result on Result on BB++→→ττ++νν
Tag on D(*)lν, look for τ→eνν, µνν, πν, ρν
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Tension in the CKM fitTension in the CKM fit

BaBar (Bx104)

Had. Tags  1.79

Dlν Tags  1.65 1.8±0.8±0.1

+0.56+0.46
Belle (Bx104)

−0.49+0.51
+0.38+0.35
−0.37−0.37

1.8     ±0.4
+0.9
−0.8

My Avg. B =   

(1.73±0.35)x10−4

• CKM fitter obtained B = (0.78       ) x10−4+0.09
−0.13 deviation = 2.6 σ

• B = (1.2 ±0.4) x10-4 using

Note that interference is destructive in  2HDM (type II).  B B B B >BBBBSM
implies that H++++ contribution dominates
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B B ((BB→→τντν) ) vsvs sin2sin2φφ11/2/2ββ

•Using ratio, the relation is 

independent of fB and Vub

•Belle and BaBar will 

have new updates soon.

• Good topics for the 

future Super B factory

1σ deviation
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BB→→XXss γγ
Belle update with Eγγγγ >1.7 GeV: arXiv:0804.1580

SM NNLO calculation: HFAG 2008:

BBBB ( ( ( ( B→→→→X
s
γ γ γ γ ) |) |) |) |

= (3.52±±±±0.25)x10−−−−4444
Eγγγγ > 1.6 GeV

Misiak et al.

BBBB (B→→→→X
s
γγγγ ) |Eγγγγ > 1.6 GeV

= (2.98±±±±0.26)x10−−−−4444

(3.47±±±±0.49)x10−−−−4444 Anderson Gardi
{

SM

(3.15±±±±0.23)x10−−−−4444

New physics

Becher Neubertv

Eγγγγmin
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Charged Higgs BoundCharged Higgs Bound

HFAG 2008

. . . . 

MH+ > 300 GeV/c
2 @ 95% C.L. for all tanββββ

The 95% lower bound of charged Higgs mass  

as a function of BBBB(B→→→→Xs γγγγ) and its error.
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bb→→ s ls l++ ll−−

�� Loop dominantLoop dominant ⇒⇒ Small BF ; good place for new physics!Small BF ; good place for new physics!

�� Contributions from three coefficients: Contributions from three coefficients: 

CC77 : EM penguin; C: EM penguin; C99 (C(C10 10 ): vector (axial vector) part of weak diagrams): vector (axial vector) part of weak diagrams

�� More observables sensitive to NP:More observables sensitive to NP:

eff eff eff

−−−− FB lepton asymmetry, AFB

−−−− K* polarization, FL

−−−− CP asymmetry, ACP

−−−− Isospin asymmetry

−−−− e/µ/µ/µ/µ ratio

• AFB(q
2): 

e+e−→ µ+µ− indication of Z0

b → s ls l++ ll−− :

Leff = Σ Ci Oi , Ci (short distance effect). SM expects real Ci

SM ⇒
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�� Obtain partial BF in 6 binsObtain partial BF in 6 bins in qin q22; ; 
extrapolate extrapolate the the total BF.total BF.

�� BF(BBF(B��K*K*llll))==(10.8(10.8±±1.01.0±±0.90.9) x10) x10--77

�� BF(BBF(B��KllKll))==(4.(4.8     8     ±±0.0.33) x10) x10--77

Good agreement with SM BFGood agreement with SM BF

B�K*ll B�Kll

657M, NEW

�� BF(BBF(B��K*K*llll))== (1(111..11±±1.1.99±±0.70.7) x10) x10--77

�� BF(BBF(B��KllKll))== ((33.9.9±±0.0.77±±0.0.22) x10) x10--77

FPCP 08384M

++++0.5
−−−−0.40.40.40.4

−−−−••••−−−− Belle, ICHEP 08

−−−−••••−−−− BABAR, FPCP 08

−−−−−−−− Melikhov et. al (quark 

model, PLB 410, 1997)

−−−−−−−− Ali (PRD 66, 034002, 290, 2002)

Veto events in the 
J/ψψψψ and ψψψψ’ regions

photon pole
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�� Obtain partial BF in 6 binsObtain partial BF in 6 bins in qin q22; ; 
extrapolate extrapolate the the total BF.total BF.

�� BF(BBF(B��K*K*llll))==(10.8(10.8±±1.01.0±±0.90.9) ) 
x10x10--77

�� BF(BBF(B��KllKll))==(4.(4.8     8     ±±0.0.33) x10) x10--77

Good agreement with SM BFGood agreement with SM BF

B�K*ll B�Kll

657M, NEW

�� BF(BBF(B��K*K*llll))== (1(111..11±±1.1.99±±0.70.7) x10) x10--77

�� BF(BBF(B��KllKll))== ((33.9.9±±0.0.77±±0.0.22) x10) x10--77

FPCP 08384M

++++0.5
−−−−0.40.40.40.4

−−−−••••−−−− Belle, ICHEP 08

−−−−••••−−−− BABAR, FPCP 08

−−−−−−−− Melikhov et. al (quark 

model, PLB 410, 1997)

−−−−−−−− Ali (PRD 66, 034002, 290, 2002)

Veto events in the 
J/ψψψψ and ψψψψ’ regions

−−−−••••−−−− Belle, 08’’’’ ICHEP

−−−−••••−−−− BABAR, 08’’’’ FPCP

−−−−••••−−−− CDF, 06’’’’ CKM

Ali 02’’’’

photon pole
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Unexpectedly Large Unexpectedly Large IsospinIsospin Asymmetry?Asymmetry?

Α =
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Anomalous AAnomalous AFBFB(q(q
22) in B) in B→→ KK((**)) llll ??

Obtain AFB by a fit:

657 M BB 384 M BB

Data show positive AFB at low q2, 
while the SM predicts negative AFB. 

At high q2, data above 
the SM expectation.

Efficiency corrected
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WhatWhat’’s next?s next?
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Four Experiments in LHCFour Experiments in LHC

Academia

Sinica

Flavor 

Physics

Heavy 

ions

NTU & 

NCU
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The CMS detectorThe CMS detector
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The CMS collaborationThe CMS collaboration
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Plan for LHC in 2009Plan for LHC in 2009--20102010

�� Repairing 50 magnets and restarting Repairing 50 magnets and restarting 

LHC LHC 

in October 2009in October 2009

�� Take data for 44 weeks in 09Take data for 44 weeks in 09--10 with10 with

an extra cost of 8M eurosan extra cost of 8M euros

�� A short run with 0.9 A short run with 0.9 TeVTeV first and all first and all 

the way to 10 the way to 10 TeVTeV. . 

�� Expect to collect 300 pbExpect to collect 300 pb--11 of data. of data. 
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Plan for Super KEKB Plan for Super KEKB 

will reach 8 × 1035 cm−2s−1
Expect to start construction in 

2010 and take data in 2014
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New collaboration (New collaboration (SuperBelleSuperBelle))

Detector proposals Internal review

TDR

Actions to invite new collaborators

Kick-off meeting
(Dec 08)

2009
4 71 2 103 5 8 9 11 126

2008
10 11 12

2010
1 2 3

KEKB operation

�Super Belle will be a new international collaboration.
– Two proto-collaboration meetings in Mar&Jul, 2008

• Participation of new people from Germany, India, U.S., Japan,… .

– Kick-off of the new collaboration: 10th-12th Dec 2008.   
• Still most of the sessions were be open.

�Near-term plan (preliminary)
– Detector  study report has been completed.

– Detector proposals (by summer 2009).

– The final detector design by Dec. 2009.
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11stst open meeting of open meeting of SuperKEKBSuperKEKB

CollaborationCollaboration

KEK, Japan, December 10-12, 2008
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SummarySummary
• Nobel prize 2008 − Symmetry breaking 

• Human endeavor: achieve a lot but more to explore  

• Results start to probe NP but limited by statistics:

 φΒs Β → τν, AFB, isospin asymmetry

B (B→Xsγ) strong constraint to NP

Need much more data to confirm the ∆S puzzle. 

∆A explanation ⇒ if from new physics, what is it?

• Future new physics search: 

direct: ATLAS and CMS; indirect: LHCb and Super KEKB 
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Backup Slides
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Measurement in PrincipleMeasurement in Principle

• Fully reconstruct a CP eigenstate.

• Determine the flavor the tag side.

• From the distance of the two B decay vertices to

measure the decay time difference. 
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Time dependent CP AsymmetryTime dependent CP Asymmetry

• Asymmetry in ∆t
shape implies ICPV.

• Difference in area 

indicates DCPV 
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Successful OperationSuccessful Operation

peak L =1.71x1034

peak L =1.21x1034

B Factory is also a 

τ−charm factory.

Bs physics can be 

studied when runs 

at Υ(5S)
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K* K* HelicityHelicity DistributionDistribution

Obtain FL by a fit:
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Lepton Flavor & CP AsymmetriesLepton Flavor & CP Asymmetries

ACP

• In SM, RK  ~ 1.33 and  RK ~1.0.
• RK is sensitive to the size of photon pole.
• RK >1.0 in the two Higgs doublet model with large tanβ.   
(Y. Wang and D. Atwood, PRD 68, 094016, 2003)

∗∗∗∗

∗∗∗∗

RK      =(∗) B (B→K(*) ee)
B (B→K(*) µµ)
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More on AMore on AFBFB

• C7 = −−−− C7    ?  If yes, BBBB will change!

The sign of C7 is constrained  by B B B B (Xsll).

• C may be complex due to new physics.

SM

Gambino et. al, PRL94, 061803, 05

Hou et. Al, PRD77, 014016, 08

Points LHCb 2 fb−−−−1 MC

Dashed area: complex C

Black line: SM

Blue: 4th generation

ŝ = q2/M2 (l++++l−−−−)


